
【Integrated Drug Discovery Service】
Lead Generation/Optimization

All-in-One Solutions for Candidates Generation
Axcelead offers integrated capabilities spanning the Lead Generation/Optimization process. Our scientists, 
with their wealth of knowledge and experience, keep the project moving forward through high-level 
“design, synthesis, evaluation and analysis” cycle. Our exceptional discovery engine improves success rates 
for small molecule and peptide drug discovery campaigns.

・ 　AutoDesign (����/��)
・ MD simulation for peptides (����/��)
・ 　FARMING system (����/��)
・ 　AI platforms (under developing)

■ >�� original in silico systems
・ SBDD systems with MD as core technology
・ LBDD systems

■ Large-scale computer
・ GPU machines 
・ ���� CPU cluster machines 

■ Continuous development

・ Cheminformatics systems, AI systems

・ Knowledge system based on a vast amount of 
   measurement data

Proprietary development to 
accelerate and challenge
drug discovery

Axcelead high performance 
COmputing systems 

for Drug dEsign

What is A-code?
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Axcelead Drug Discovery Partners, Inc.

Key to Success for Candidate Generation
Extensive experience：Track record of LG/LO from ���� to ����

Projects Projects

Achieved IND

[Address] ��-�, Muraoka-Higashi �-chome, Fujisawa, Kanagawa ���-����, Japan
[WEB]  https://www.axcelead.com/en/

LinkedinWEB

Candidate SelectionAchieved Goal*Experienced

�� �� �
Projects

�
Project

*Preselected goal, such as Lead identification, Candidate Nomination, etc.

Superior medicinal chemist’s expertise
Axcelead has been involved in many drug discovery PJs (LG/LO), covering major therapeutic areas 
and target classes. 

Sophisticated integrated solutions
Axcelead offer highly advanced and comprehensive drug discovery solutions increasing chance 
of success.

Synthe�c
CROs

Medicinal Chemistry 
CROs

Specialized Service
CROs

Ra�onal drug design ✓ ✓ ✓
Advanced synthe�c chemistry 
capability ✓ ✓ ✓
Rich experience and deep 
knowledge in drug discovery  ✓
Legacy drug discovery data 
and compound library ✓
High-speed and high-quality 
DMTA cycle ✓

Therapeutic area Target class

CNS ��%

ONC ��%

Other ��%

Infection �%

GI �%
INF �%

Urology �%

GPCR ��%

Kinase ��%

Other enzyme ��%

Phenotypic ��%

PPI ��%

Ion channel �%

Protease �%
Gene �%


